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REPLACEMENT ARC FLASH PROTECTION LENSES
8 - 100 cal/cm2

AS1000FS

4000

AS1000/AS1200/AS1500 & pRO-HOOd®

8 cal/cm2 to 100 cal/cm2 ATPV ratings
7 .5” x 20” Viewing area for replacement AS1000 protective 
shield lenses
10” x 20” Viewing area for replacement PRO-HOOD® lenses
4000V and 10000V lenses have two layers of protection
Extra light tint
 .06” Thick
Absorbs >99 .9% of harmful UV radiation
Resistant to fogging
Meets current ANSI Z87 .1 and tested to ASTM F2178 
specifications

aflensu - The universal inner lens is a field installed anti-fog 
lens for PRO-HOOD® arc flash protective switching hoods . Installs 
quickly without tools to the inside of the PRO-HOOD® face shield 
and can be removed for cleaning or replacement .

Cat. No. DesCriptioN

AS1000FS Replacement face shield for AS1000HAT, AS1000FB  
 and AS1000U . Used with the ASSLB, FBBRACKET, or 
 BRACKET brackets and ASCP .

AS1200FS Replacement window for AS1200HAT, 12 cal/cm2 .

AS1200FS-FB Replacement face shield/window 12 cal/cm2 for  
 AS1200FB  full brim

AFLENSU Inner Anti-Fog Lens for PRO-HOOD® .

2000 Replacement lens, with hook & pile attachment, for 
 OLDER DESIGN 8 cal/cm2 to 20 cal/cm2 PRO-HOOD® . 
 Single layer lens . Used with the ASSLB, FBBRACKET,  
 or  BRACKET brackets . 

4000 Replacement lens, with hook & pile attachment, for  
 31 cal/cm2 to 40 cal/cm2 PRO-HOOD® . Dual layer  
 lens . Used with the ASSLB, FBBRACKET, or   
 BRACKET brackets . 

10000PC Replacement lens, with hook & pile attachment, for 
 75 cal/cm2 to 100 cal/cm2 PRO-HOOD® . Dual layer  
 lens (clear and tinted) . Used with the ASSLB,   
 FBBRACKET, or BRACKET brackets . 

NEW uNivErsal iNNEr aNti-fog lENs
oNlY froM salisBurY by Honeywell

NEW PRODUCTS

The Universal Inner Lens is a field installed Anti-Fog 
Inner Lens that is designed to minimize fogging inside 
of Arc Flash Hoods.  This unit installs quickly without 
tools to the inside surface of the Hood Arc Shield and 
can be removed for cleaning or replacement.

Material: Clear Polycarbonate Anti-Fog Coated with 
Black Nylon Clips 
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NEW Lens Reduces Dangerous Lens Fogging when Used with PRO-HOOD®.

6. Continue to work the black clips into position 
until all are secured.

7. Reassemble the shield/window assembly into 
the hood and assure that the hook & pile flap 
is secured.

8. The Universal Inner Lens can be removed and 
replaced for cleaning as needed.

9. This procedure can be accomplished without 
removing the shield/window from the hood 
and by following steps 2-8.

InstallatIon InstructIons:

1. Remove the shield/window from the PRO-
HOOD by pulling the hook & pile flap away 
from the front of the shield/window.

2. Place the shield/window in your lap with the 
inside of the window facing up.

3. Wipe the inside of the shield/window with a 
soft cotton cloth to remove lint or dust.

4. Take the Universal Inner Lens out of the 
package and lay it down onto the inside of the 
shield/window.  The black foam gasket contacts 
the shield/window.

5. Press the black clips over the edge of the lens 
starting at the top center.

AFLENSU

AS1200FS

10000PC

uPgr a de your 
Pro-hood® lens:

iF your Fh31rb, Fh40gy, or Fh55gy leNs has moDel # im22-arCaF6Fl-2, you shoulD upgraDe toDay to the 4000 
Clearer leNs For greater visibility.

4000 & 10000PC 
Dual Lens

AS1200FS-FB




